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PRESS RELEASE 
 

25th October 2019 
 

See the barox Cyber secure IP video switch range at SiX 2019 
 
 

barox Kommunikation AG, the manufacturer of IT switches, media converters and IP 

extenders specifically designed for the demands of video networks, will be showing their 

latest range of high-performance products at SiX 2019, Event City, Manchester, 5/6 

November. 

 

To be found on the barox/Clear Vision Technologies stand number C6, barox are inviting 

visitors to the show to find out how their range of Powerhaus switches, which have been 

designed to cope with the specific requirements of IP video, can support installers with a 

host of advanced features. For example, to cope with a greater number of connected 

cameras vs. standard switches, Powerhaus switches have increased backplane 

capacities, and feature Enhanced Device Management and troubleshooting (including 

PoE monitoring and power consumption control,) device scheduling for energy saving, 

cable diagnostics and SNMP support. 

 

Easy problem solving is also supported with barox Active Camera Tracking and Fault 

Logging, where system cameras are automatically ‘pinged’ to check their operational 

status. If any camera(s) fail to respond, the switch automatically withdraws its PoE supply 

and initiates a camera re-boot, and the fault is logged. barox Fault Logging helps installers 

by giving them a diagnostic network ‘insight’, to enable them to pinpoint and remedy 

network and device issues quickly, saving time and money. 

 

Supporting installers and end-users with robust and reliable video transmission 

performance, barox Smart Sticky Cyber security is a feature on all barox RY-switches. 

barox powerful Smart Sticky MAC & IP address learning adds an additional layer of high-

security, and peace-of-mind for system operators. 
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At SiX, barox and Clear Vision Technologies staff will be on hand to demonstrate the 

advantages inherent across the entire barox video switch range, along with a GUI 

demonstration showing connected device activity and network diagnostics, and the 

powerful new Siemens and Milestone barox plug-ins. 

 

barox switches have recently been installed at the Milestone Experience Centre, 

Stockholm, where their powerful, dynamic and fast operation was commented on by 

Christopher Akesson, Milestone Systems Sales Manager, Nordics, who said: “Our 

showroom has zero lag now, and the new switches are dead quiet vs the previous 

equipment we had, they’re a huge improvement.”  

 

“For installers, the big difference to consider is that barox switches are designed from the 

ground up to handle the rigorous demands of video networks,” says Rudolf Rohr, barox 

Co-founder & Managing partner. “barox support long-term reliability with field-proven 

high-quality manufacturing, and very high level Cyber and physical network protection.”  

 

Visitors to barox (on the Clear Vision Technologies stand) who book a ‘free of charge’ 

barox product training (to be conducted at their own premises), will each receive a 

premium quality barox branded Swiss army knife. 

 

 

 

 

- Ends - 

 

 

 

For further information, please contact: 
 
Rudolf Rohr       Graeme Powell 
Co-founder & Managing partner  Director of PR & marketing services 
barox Kommunikation AG   GPM Ltd 
Tel: +41 56 210 4520    Tel: +44 (0)1765 608851 
Email: rohr.rudolf@barox.ch   Email: graemepowell@gpm.org.uk 


